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Low Preference Themes The Floor Can Do Without (For Now)
Whether the analysis requires review of the data to strategize for a reopening or simply looking
to optimize your current game mix, there is an easy way to go about identifying those games that have
low performance and player preference. This article illustrates a step by step approach using floorViz to
generate meaningful output in a time where mix needs to be managed with more razor-like precision to
help harvest the low-hanging fruit to push forward those games that can help maximize yield.
Using this methodology, users can seek out opportunities to fine tune the slot mix and optimize
game theme offerings based on what customers do not prefer to play. Using the Game Theme
Exploration Dashboard (AV_D04) allows for analysis at the game theme level, which in turn provides
context to the number of units relative to the critical performance metrics such as TPWD, occupancy as
well as preference percent of revenue. It is important to note that through this analysis the themes with
multiple units will be reviewed first as they provide opportunity for consolidation of play at the very
least.

Applying a Preference Threshold Restriction to the Game Theme Exploration Dashboard (AV_D04)
allows you to evaluate the popularity of game themes and identify the top themes on your floor.

1. Render a new version of the AV_D04.


In the Document Properties tab of the New Super Graphic window, set the period you
want to evaluate game theme popularity.



In the Restrictions tab, and enter the following restriction:



Select Render.



Note: Adjust threshold to an appropriate level for your operation (25%-50%)

2. Locate Machine Count in the Dimensions and filter to greater than 1 (or more)
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3. Locate Occupancy in the Key Metrics Column grouping, and if desired, sort in ascending order to
briefly review the games, then add in a filter.



Referencing the low occupancy games in conjunction with machine count games for
removal can be identified



Leverage filtering to establish range for analysis (<10%)

4. Locate the Preference Players/Machine in the Key Metrics Column Grouping, and sort Column
in ascending order.

5. The results in the DataGrid will reflect the game themes with the multiple games, low occupancy
and low rate of preference play from players who prefer that theme.
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These remaining games show themes with multiple placements and low preference and
utilization



Note: Refine the results by applying a filter on Avg Days on Floor

6. In conjunction with the low relative performance, the % of theo win that comes from preferred
players should also be evaluated using the Theo Win column in the Preference Percent All
Rated column grouping

7. Once you have identified the games, review other performance metrics for these games (Theo
Win per Day, Actual Win per Day, Theo Win per Hour) and evaluate whether a decrease in game
count for any of these themes is warranted.
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High Preference Themes Needed to Maximize Yield
Whether the analysis requires review of the data to strategize for a reopening or simply looking
to optimize your current game mix, there is an easy way to go about identifying those games that have
low performance and player preference. This article illustrates a step by step approach using floorViz to
generate meaningful output in a time where mix needs to be managed with more razor-like precision to
help harvest the low-hanging fruit to push forward those games that can help maximize yield.
Using this methodology, users can seek out opportunities to fine tune the slot mix and optimize
game theme offerings based on what customers prefer to play. Using the Game Theme Exploration
Dashboard (AV_D04) in floorViz allows for analysis at the game theme level and the ability to compare
all play, rated and preference play then evaluate critical performance metrics such as TPWD, occupancy
as well as preference-based revenue. This report is ultimately a one-stop spot for a vast majority of
insights required to make the most informed decisions.

Applying a Preference Threshold Restriction to the Game Theme Exploration Dashboard (AV_D04)
allows you to evaluate the popularity of game themes and identify the top themes on your floor.

1. Render a new version of the AV_D04.


In the Document Properties tab of the New Super Graphic window, set the period
you want to evaluate for game theme popularity.



In the Restrictions tab, and enter the following restriction:



Select Render.



Note: Adjust threshold to an appropriate level for your operation (25%-50%). The
designated value (50%) for this example makes it a binary preference output.

2. Locate Occupancy in the Key Metrics Column grouping, and filter to include only games that are
greater than floor average.
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Referencing the high occupancy games helps point toward the themes in highest
demand



Filter value is subject to each dataset and can be refined for desired result

3. Locate Theo Win per Hour in the Key Metrics Column grouping, and filter to include only
performance greater than floor average
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This now identifies the games that are at the top end of price. When combining with
those themes that also have a high demand (occupancy), the yield could be positively
impacted.

4. Locate the Preference % Theo Win and sort in descending order to identify the games
that have the highest contribution to revenue from players that contribute at least half
of their theoretical wallet.



Seek opportunities to strike the perfect balance of demand, price and preference
with game count.

5. Leverage the Preference Players/Machine in the Key Metrics Column Grouping to identify
themes that have a moderate count but a high game count.
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This data could illuminate a potential scenario where, though performance is solid, it
does not necessitate the full count of games to remain in action



Pro tip: Use Preference Players/Machine in conjunction with Preference % to fine tune
those games that have more of a “retail” appeal to players and sync with appropriate
game count

6. The results in the DataGrid will reflect the game themes with high occupancy, above average
price and a high rate of preference play.


These themes provide the opportunity to effectively yield based on demand and
preference

7. Once you have identified the games, review other performance metrics for these games (Theo
Win per Day, Actual Win per Day, Game Count) and evaluate which units will provide the best
opportunity to provide the experience players are seeking, while optimizing the available game
mix.
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